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Popular Photography Sep 04 2022
24th Marathon Des Sables Apr 30 2022 A must read for anyone who has ever run the Marathon des Sables, anyone
considering this or similar events, or for anyone who just wants to be challenged out of the easy and comfortable risk
free life of the 21st century.
Handbook of Research on Health and Environmental Benefits of Camel Products Jan 04 2020 "This book discusses the
nutritional, physical, and chemical factors of camel milk in comparison to other animal and plant-based milks and
introduces benefits attributed to camel meat. It explores the health benefits of fresh and fermented camel milk in vitro
and in vivo as well as the link between functional constituents and the functional properties of milk"-- Provided by
publisher.
Popular Photography Feb 14 2021
Merian Jan 16 2021
Advances in Visual Computing Apr 18 2021 The two volume set LNCS 9474 and LNCS 9475 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 11th International Symposium on Visual Computing, ISVC 2015, held in Las Vegas, NV, USA in December
2015. The 115 revised full papers and 35 poster papers presented in this book were carefully reviewed and selected from
260 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections: Part I (LNCS 9474) comprises computational bioimaging;
computer graphics; motion and tracking; segmentation; recognition; visualization; mapping; modeling and surface
reconstruction; advancing autonomy for aerial robotics; medical imaging; virtual reality; observing humans; spectral
imaging and processing; intelligent transportation systems; visual perception and robotic systems. Part II (LNCS 9475):
applications; 3D computer vision; computer graphics; segmentation; biometrics; pattern recognition; recognition; and
virtual reality.
Liquid Rocket Engine Combustion Instability Oct 01 2019 Annotation Since the invention of the V-2 rocket during World
War II, combustion instabilities have been recognized as one of the most difficult problems in the development of liquid
propellant rocket engines. This book is the first published in the United States on the subject since NASA's Liquid
Rocket Combustion Instability (NASA SP-194) in 1972. In this book, experts cover four major subject areas: engine
phenomenology and case studies, fundamental mechanisms of combustion instability, combustion instability analysis, and
engine and component testing. Especially noteworthy is the inclusion of technical information from Russia and China--a
first.
Macworld Oct 13 2020
Popular Photography Dec 27 2021
Popular Photography Dec 15 2020
Etiqueta negra Apr 06 2020
文藝春秋 Jun 08 2020
Digitale Fotografie für Späteinsteiger Aug 11 2020 Sie möchten in die Welt der Digitalfotografie einsteigen, wissen
aber nicht, wie? Sie wollen eine Digitalkamera kaufen, haben aber noch keine Ahnung, worauf Sie achten müssen? Dieses
Buch hat die Antworten: Hier erfahren Sie alles, was Sie rund um das Thema Digitalfotografie wissen müssen - ohne jeden
Technikballast. Dieses Buch wurde speziell für Späteinsteiger konzipiert. In lesefreundlichem Großdruck und
übersichtlichem Layout gesetzt, erklärt es Schritt für Schritt alles, was Sie über den Umgang mit einer modernen
Digitalkamera und über die Digitalfotografie generell wissen müssen. Lernen Sie, auf was Sie beim Kauf einer
Digitalkamera achten müssen und welches Zubehör Sie benötigen. Erfahren Sie, wie Sie auch mit einer kleinen
Digitalkamera hervorragende Bilder machen können, diese Bilder auf den PC übertragen, dort bearbeiten und anschließend
ausdrucken - und das einfach erklärt und auf den Punkt gebracht.
The Heart of the Photograph Jun 28 2019
Learn to ask better, more helpful questions of your work so that you can create stronger and more powerful photographs.

Photographers often look at an image—one they’ve either already created or are in the process of making—and ask
themselves a simple question: “Is this a good photograph?” It’s an understandable question, but it’s really not very
helpful. How are you supposed to answer that? What does “good” even mean? Is it the same for everyone?
What if you were equipped to ask better, more constructive questions of your work so that you could think more
intentionally and creatively, and in doing so, bring more specific action and vision to the act of creating photographs?
What if asking stronger questions allowed you to establish a more effective approach to your image-making? In The Heart
of the Photograph: 100 Questions for Making Stronger, More Expressive Photographs, photographer and author David
duChemin helps you learn to ask better questions of your work in order to craft more successful photographs—photographs
that express and connect, photographs that are strong and, above all, photographs that are truly yours.
From the big-picture questions—What do I want this image to accomplish?—to the more detail-oriented questions that help
you get there—What is the light doing? Where do the lines lead? What can I do about it?—David walks you through his
thought process so that you can establish your own. Along the way, he discusses the building blocks from which
compelling photographs are made, such as gesture, balance, scale, contrast, perspective, story, memory, symbolism, and
much more. The Heart of the Photograph is not a theoretical book. It is a practical and useful book that equips you to

think more intentionally as a photographer and empowers you to ask more helpful questions of you and your work, so that
you can produce images that are not only better than “good,” but as powerful and authentic as you hope them to be.
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Breaking the Mishap Chain Jul 30 2019 This volume contains a collection of case studies of mishaps involving
experimental aircraft, aerospace vehicles, and spacecraft in which human factors played a significant role. In all cases
the engineers involved, the leaders and managers, and the operators (i.e., pilots and astronauts) were supremely
qualified and by all accounts superior performers. Such accidents and incidents rarely resulted from a single cause but
were the outcome of a chain of events in which altering at least one element might have prevented disaster. As such,
this work is most certainly not an anthology of blame. It is offered as a learning tool so that future organizations,
programs, and projects may not be destined to repeat the mistakes of the past. These lessons were learned at high
material and personal costs and should not be lost to the pages of history.
NZZ-Folio Jul 10 2020
The Digital Photography Companion Mar 30 2022 A guide to digital photography provides information on digital camera
features and controls, taking successful photographs, choosing a photo management software, and printing and sharing
photographs.
Fotomagazin May 08 2020
Popular Photography Nov 06 2022
Hi-fi News Jul 22 2021
In Camera: How to Get Perfect Pictures Straight Out of the Camera Mar 06 2020 With amazing low-light capabilities,
incredible definition, intelligent autofocus and a host of other features, digital cameras have now become so powerful
that they have left their users behind. Most photographers can take competent shots in a range of conditions, or fix
imperfect exposures in Photoshop or Lightroom, but very few have the skill to push their cameras to the limit and
capture the perfect shot, under all conditions, with no post-processing required. In Camera is the perfect way to take
your photography to that level; to master your camera, understand light, exposure and composition, and make amazing
photographs, whatever your camera, without cheating after the event. One hundred of Gordon's beautiful photos are given
with his own expert commentary; full settings and camera details are included, and a host of tips and tricks let
photographers of any level learn something from every example. The shots are taken with a wide range of cameras, and the
emphasis is on getting results by improving your own skills, not wasting money on expensive equipment.
Panasonic Lumix Nov 01 2019
Popular Photography Sep 11 2020
Popular Photography Oct 05 2022
Photo numérique May 20 2021 Pour débuter en photographie numérique, choisir son appareil, apprendre les techniques de
prise de vue, gérer un album photos, créer un album sur le Web, améliorer ses photos, créer des présentations et des
effets spéciaux, éditer des photos, les archiver, les diffuser.
Popular Photography Jun 01 2022
Remembering Digitally Jan 28 2022 This interdisciplinary compilation consists of six papers that were presented in the
4th Global Conference on Digital Memories in Prague, in March 2012.

Erfolgsfaktoren einer E-Commerce-Website Aug 23 2021 Dennis Ahrholdt untersucht mit dem Partial-Least-SquaresVerfahren, wie sich die Vertrauensausbildung – als zentrale Antezedenz der Kaufabsicht – positiv im E-Commerce
beeinflussen lässt. Die Ergebnisse können als Entscheidungsgrundlage für Investitionen zur Steigerung der ConversionRate dienen.
週刋エコノミスト Nov 13 2020
На Фокус Nov 25 2021 Първата книжка за фотография, написана и издадена от създателите на Фото Форум - http://photoforum.net. Съдържа 128 страници с полезни съвети, илюстрирани със снимки и мъдри мисли, които се надяваме, че ще
помогнат на всички начинаещи любители на фотографията. Част от темите застъпени в книгата: *Избор на фотоапарат * Режими
на работа * Баланс на бялото * Оптична стабилизация * Резолюция * Чувствителност и шум * Работа със светкавицата * Грижи
за екипировката * Избор на обект * Избор на гледна точка * Преден и заден план * Заснемане на движение * Композиция *
Видове осветление * Цвят и цветна хармония * Дълбочина на рязкост * Черно-бяла фотография * Ниска осветеност * Нощни
снимки * Как да снимаме в снежно време * На сцената * Tечаща вода * Под вода * Портрет * Пейзаж * Заснемане на мълния *
Голо тяло * Диви животни * Aрхитектура * Интериор * На улицата * Макро * Репортаж * Деца * Семейни тържества * Сватба *
Местните хора * Туристическа фотография * Експерименти
Popular Photography Aug 03 2022
Entwicklung workflowbasierter eLearning-Dienste für den Einsatz an Realschulen Jun 20 2021 Die Integration neuer Medien
und Technologien in den Unterricht an allgemein bildenden Schulen in Deutschland ist noch nicht in dem gewunschten Masse
erfolgt. Lehrpersonen mangelt es haufig an der notigen Kompetenz beziehungsweise Zeit, ihren Unterricht durch den
Einsatz neuer Medien anzureichern. Es fehlen Dienste, die Lehrpersonen bei der Durchfuhrung von eLearning in ihrem
Unterricht unterstutzen. Die vorliegende Arbeit zeigt, wie workflowbasierte eLearning-Dienste fur Realschulen entwickelt
werden konnen. Hierfur wird zunachst das Potenzial aktueller Internettechnologien fur den Einsatz im Unterricht
analysiert und Anforderungen von Lehrpersonen an eLearning-Dienste werden erfasst. Es wird ein Baukasten mit funf
elementaren und sieben kompositen eLearning-Diensten spezifiziert. Zu jedem der eLearning-Dienste wird ein eLearningProzessmodell entwickelt. Es wird exemplarisch gezeigt, wie die eLearning-Dienste als eLearning-Workflows implementiert
werden konnen. Schliesslich wird die Einsetzbarkeit der eLearning-Dienste im Realschulunterricht evaluiert.
Photo Magazin Mar 18 2021
One Robe, One Bowl Feb 03 2020 The hermit-monk Ryokan, long beloved in Japan both for his poetry and for his character,
belongs in the tradition of the great Zen eccentrics of China and Japan. His reclusive life and celebration of nature
and the natural life also bring to mind his younger American contemporary, Thoreau. Ryokan's poetry is that of the
mature Zen master, its deceptive simplicity revealing an art that surpasses artifice. Although Ryokan was born in
eighteenth-century Japan, his extraordinary poems, capturing in a few luminous phrases both the beauty and the pathos of
human life, reach far beyond time and place to touch the springs of humanity.
Popular Photography Feb 26 2022
Britain's Trees Aug 30 2019 This lovely book will enable the reader to identify Britain's trees and enjoy reading the
rich folklore and traditions connected with them. From hawthorn to holly, from beech to blackthorn, each of Britain's 40
or so native trees are illustrated and a text weaves together the fascinating natural history, folklore, traditions, and
remedies connected with them. The stories of some of Britain's oldest and most beloved trees, some dating back thousands
of years, are included too. As well as a fascinating book to dip into, the illustrations mean it also functions as a
handy identification guide.
Point and Shoot Nature Photography Dec 03 2019 With today's advanced Point and Shoot cameras Nature Photography does
not have to be difficult or expensive. Learn to point, shoot, process, and share satisfying images of the natural world
around you.
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